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NOMENCLATURE 

constant defined by Eq. (6b) 

specific heat of the convective fluid 

total energy convected, Eq. (27) 

dimensionless stream function defined by Eq. (16) 

acceleration due to gravity 

local heat transfer coefficient 

average heat transfer coefficient 

permeability of the rock 

thermal conductivity of the rock 

length of the dike 

local Nusselt number, Nux = hx/k 

average Nusselt number, Nu = hL/k 

pressure 

over-all heat transfer rate 

local heat transfer rate 

modified Rayleigh number 

modified local Rayleigh number, Ra = p 98K(Tw-T )x/~a x 00 00 

spanwise dimension 

temperature 

velocity component in x-direction 

reference velocity defined by u ~ p 98(T -T )K/~ r 00 w 00 

velocity component in y-direction 

vertical coordinate along the dike 

horizontal coordinate 

equivalent thermal diffusivity 

coefficient of thermal expansion 
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Subscript 

co 

w 

boundary layer thickness 

dimensionless similarity variable defined by Eq. (15) 

value of n at the edge of boundary layer 

dimensionless temperature defined by Eq. (17) 

constant defined by Eq. (6b) 

viscosity of convective fluid 

density of convective fluid 

stream function 

condition at infinity 

condition at the wall 
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ABSTRACT 

An analysis is made for steady free convection of ground\'/ater about a hot 

dike trapped in an aquifer of ;nifinite extent. Within the framework of 

boundary layer approximations, similarity solutions are obtained for a class 

f bl h 11 t t . A. ft' f o pro ems were wa empera ure varles as x , l.e., a power unc lOn 0 

distance from the origin where wall temperature begins to deviate from that of 

the surrounding groundwater. The uniform heat flux solution emerged as a 

special case with A = 1/3. It is found that vertical velocity and the temperature 

profiles are of the same shape, and that the boundary layer thickness is propor

tional to the square root of the distance from the leading edge. Analytical 

expressions are obtained for boundary layer thickness, local and overall surface 

heat flux, as well as the local and average heat transfer coefficients. Some 

representative velocity and temperature profiles around a dike are also presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that the temperature of the earth increases with depth at 

the rate of lOC/30 m in the earth's crust. If this rate prevails at greater 

depth, the rock in the earth's mantle would reach its melting point provided 

that it were under atmospheric pressure. However, because the increasing 

weight of the thicker mass of overlying rock raises the melting temperature 

of the rocks, the earth's mantle remains essentially solid. If there is a 

local reduction of pressure, either by a partial venting in an earthquake 

fault, or by a movement of the loads that relieves some of the pressure, hot 

rocks in the mantle will begin to melt to form a "magma chamber" (for a discussion 

of magma, see Refs. 1 & 2). The magma in the magma chamber will rise upward to 

shallow depths of the earth through opening fissures, cracks, or other lines of 

weakness in the rock formation. At times the magma may force the surrounding rocks 

apart because of compressional force due to the crustal movement. Thus, magmatic 

intrusion occurs frequently. in many parts of the world where there are intense 

volcanic and tectonic activities. As the intrusive magma is in contact with 

the cooler surrounding, its outer surface will be chilled to form a thin glassy 

selvedge, a dense material normally a few centimeters thick. The interior 

of the intrusive body will continue to solidify if heat is transferred either 

by conduction or the combination of conduction and convection, depending on 

whether there is groundwater in the formation. Thus, the cooling rate of the 

intrusive magma will depend on the size of the intrusive body, the hydrological 

conditions and physical properties of the surroundings, and whether there is 

a continuous supply of magma from the magma chamber. 

The intrusive magma may take many shapes and sizes; it is called a dike 

or a sill depending on whether it is perpendicular or parallel to the 
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stratification in bedded rocks. Most of the dikes are nearly vertical with 

a height as large as 600 m and a thickness between 1 to 20 m. Sills are less 

numerous than dikes with a range of thickness about the same as that of dikes. 

It has been speculated that if numerous hot dike complexes exist in the aquifer 

which provide a heat source for the heating of groundwater, a large amount of 

warm water at shallow depths can be tapped for power generation, space heating, 

or industrial and agricultural processing. 

In this paper we shall consider the con~ection of groundwater 

around a hot dike trapped in an aquifer. The problem is idealized as an 

impermeable vertical flat plate in an unbounded homogeneous, isotropic, and 

saturated porous medium. If we assume that convection takes place in a thin 

layer around the dike, the boundary layer approximations invoked by Wooding [3J 

and McNabb [4J are then applicable. With these approximations, similarity 

solutions can be obtained for a class of problems where the surface temperature 

of the dike being a power function of distance from the origin, i.e., 

Tw - T = AxA, where A and A are arbitrary constants and T the temperature 
00 00 

at infinity. The uniform heat flux solution emerged as a special case with 

A = 1/3. It is found that vertical velocity and the temperature profiles are 

of the same shape, and that the boundary layer thickness is proportional to 

,the square root of the distance for an isothermal dike. The effects of non

isothermal wall temperature on surface heat flux and Nusselt number are 

discussed. Some representative velocity and temperature profiles around a 

dike are also presented. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider the problem of steady free convection about a hot dike embedded 

in an aquifer as shown in Fig. 1 where T >T. If we assume that (i) the w 00 

convective fluid and the rock formation are everywhere in local thermodynamic 
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equilibrium, (ii) the temperature of the fluid is everywhere below boiling 

point, (iii) properties of the fluid and the rock formation are constant, and 

(iv) the Boussinesq approximation is employed, the governing equations for 

convective flow in an aquifer are given by [Refs. 3-5J 

(1) 

u = -'$.f~ + pg\ 
~ \ax I) (2) 

(3) 

2 2 
aT + vaT = (a T + U) uax ay a 2 2' ax ay 

(4) 

p = p [l-S(T-T)J 
00 00 

(5) 

where u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions, p, v, and S 

are the density, viscosity, and the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, 

K is the permeability of the saturated rock formation, a = km/(pCn)T is the 
III t' I 

equivalent thermal diffusivity where km denoting the thermal conductivity of 

the saturated rock formation and (PCp)f the density and specific heat of the 

fluid. T, p, and g are respectively the temperature, pressure, and the gravita

tional acceleration. The subscript "00" denotes the condition at infinity. 

For the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, the boundary conditions are 

y = 0 , v = 0 , T = T = T + AXA w 00 
(6a,b) 

u = 0 , T = T 
00 

, (7a,b) 
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where we have prescribed that the wall temperature of the dike is a power 

function of distance from the origin. 

The continuHy equation is automatically satisfied by introducing the 

stream function ~ as 

-~ u - ay , and v = -~ ax (8) 

Eliminating p from Eqs. (2) and (3) by cross differentiation and with the aid 

of Eq. (8) 1 eads to 

(9) 

In terms of ~, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as 

(10) 

The appropriate boundary conditions for Eqs. (9) and (10) are given by 

y = 0 , ~- T = T = T + Ai- (11 ) ~v - 0 , la. 00 
VA .. 

and 

y-+oo, ~= 0 , T = T (12) ay 00 

III. BOUNDARY LAYER APPROXIMATION AND THE SIMILARITY SOLUTION 

For a hot body embedded in a highly permeable porous medium, free convective 

flow is generated within a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the heated surface. 

Thus, the boundary layer approximations invoked by Wooding [3J and McNabb [4J 

can be applied. With these simplifications, Eqs. (9) and (10) become 
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(13 ) 

and 

(14 ) 

We now obtain similarity solution for Eqs. (13) and (14) \'/ith boundary conditions 

given by Eqs. (11) and (12). To this end we introduce the following dimensionless 

similarity variables 

~1Ra 'L V"ux x 

Vap gSK(Tw-T )x 
l/J = . co ]1 co f (n) = a yRa

x 
f (n) 

T-T co 
8 (n ) = =---:::::-T -T w co 

(15 ) 

(16 ) 

( 17) 

where Ra = p gSK (T - T ) x/]1a is the modified local Rayleigh number in a x co w co 

porous medium. 

In terms of new variables, it is easy to show that the velocity components 

are given by 

(18) 

v = (19) 

and that the governing equations (13) and (14) become 

f" - 8 1 = 0 (20) 

(21) 
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with boundary conditions given by 

n = 0 , f = 0 , 8 = 1 (22a,b) 
and 

n-+ oo , f' = 0 , 8 = 0 (23a,b) 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to n. Eqs. (20) and (21) 

are a set of coupled ordinary differential equations with two-point boundary 

conditions given by Eqs. (22) a.nd (23), which can be solved by the well established 

methods. Before we turn to the discussion of numerical results, the following 

observations will be of interest. First of all, the integration of Eq. (20) 

and with the aid of boundary conditions (23), we note that 

f' = 8 (24) 

which indicates that the vertical velocity and temperature distribution are 

of the same shape. If this equation is applied at the wall (y = 0), it 

indicates that the vertical velocity at the wall varies in the same manner as 

that of the prescribed wall temperature. In particular, for an isothermal dike, 

vertical velocity is constant along the dike. 

Secondly, for the special case of an isothermal dike (A = 1), the elimination 

8 from Eqs. (20) and (21) leads to 

2f'll + ff" = 0 (25) 

which is identical to the equation for laminar incompressible boundary layer 

flow over a horizontal flat plate. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical solutions for Eqs. (20) and (21) with boundary conditions (22) 

and (23) were obtained for selected values of A. According to Eq. (24), the 
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values of e and f' (where f' = u/u and u = p gS(Tw-T )K/~) are the same for r r 00 00 

any n. Consequently, these values are plotted as the vertical coordinate in 

Fig. 2. It is shown in the figure that dimensionless temperature (or dimensionless 

vertical velocity) has a maximum value of 1 at n = 0; its value decreases as n 

is increased. 

We now obtain the equation for the boundary layer thickness o. Suppose 

we define the edge of the boundary layer, i.e., at y = 0, as the point where 

e (or u/ur ) has a value of 0.01 and let no be the value of n at this point. 

It follows from Eq. (15) that 

o no 
-=-- (26) 

where the values of no for different A are tabulated in Table 1. It is noted 

from the table that the 'boundary layer thickness decreases as A is increased. 

We shall now consider the range of A for which the problem is physically 

realistic. Since the wall temperature begins to deviate from T at x = 0, 
00 

convective flow must start at x = a and boundary layer must be increasing with x, 

which imply that O<A~l as is evident from Eqs. (18) and (26). Another condition 

that must be satisfied is that the total energy convected must be increasing with 

x for the present case where T >T. We note that the energy convected is given by w 00 

E(x) (27) 

which shows that E(x) is increasing with x if A>-1/3. This lower limit does not 

change the limits already found. 
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The local heat transfer rate along the surface of the dike can be computed 

from 

q = -k [aT] (28) 
mLayJy=o 

With the aid of Eqs. (15), (17) and (6b), Eq. (28) can be rewritten as 

~ 
3A-l p PnK --

q = k A3/ 2 ~ x 2 [-el(O)J (29) m lla. 

where the values of [-e'(O)J increase from 0 at A = -1/3 to 1 at A = 1. Eq. (29) 

shows that q(x) increases as x is increased if A>1/3; q(x) decreases as x is 

increased if A<1/3; and q(x) is constant if A=1/3~ The case of A = -1/3 is of 

special interest. If follows from Eqs. (27) and (29) that E(x) is constant and 

q(x) = 0 for this special case, which corresponds to a line source embedded in 

a porous medium (Cheng [6J). 

We now consider the variation of the local Nusselt number which is defined 

as Nux = ~x = k (fx_T ) where h is the local heat transfer coefficient. From 
m m w co 

the definition of the Nusselt number and Eq. (29), it follows that 

Nu 
---,-x.;......" I" = r-e' (On 

1/ Co ~ ---(Rax) 
(30) 

which is plotted in Fig. 3 for different values of A. 

The overall surface heat transfer rate for a dike with a length L can be 

computed from 

Q = S JL q(x)dx (31) 
o 

where S is the spanwise dimension of the dike. Substituting Eq. (29) into 

Eq. (31) and after integration, we have 
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- 1+3>" 

~
9SK --

Q = Sk A3/ 2 
_00_ ( __ 2_) L 2 [-8' (O)J 

m v~ 1+3>" 
(32) 

The average Nusse1t number is defined by NU = hL/k where the average heat 

transfer coefficient h depends on the choice of the temperature difference 

between the wall and the fluid. If the temperature difference is based on the 

mean temperature difference defined by 

1 fL AL>" (1 ~ (T -T ) = - (T -T ) dx = - = - (T -T ) wooL a wool +>.. . 1 + w co L ' 
(33) 

and 

(34) 

then, the average Nusse1t number is given by 

Nu _ 2(1+>..)3/2 I 

(Ra)1/2 - (1+3>") [-8 (O)J (35) 

where Ra = p gSKL(T -T )/v~. If the average heat transfer coefficient is based 
00 w 00 

on the temperature difference at L/2, the corresponding average Nusse1t number 

ic::. n;\Ir=>n h\l • - ::J. Y _., -J 

Nu 2h3>" , 
(Ra)1/2 = (1+3>") [-8 (O)J (36) 

where Ra = poogSKL(Tw-Too)L/2/~~· Eqs. (35) and (36) for different values of >.. 

are tabulated in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 4 where it is noted that the values 

given by two expressions are identical for>.. = 0 and>.. = 1. 

To have some feeling on the order of magnitude of various physical 

quantities, we shall now consider an isothermal dike at 320°C, with a height 

of 300 m, embedded in an aquifer at 15°C. The physical properties used for 
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the computations are B = 3.2X10-4/oC, P = O.92X106g/m3, C = 1 cal/gOC, 
00 

~ = 0.18g/sec m, ~= 0.58 cal/secoC m, and K = 10-12m2. The values of 8 

Poo ' C, and ~ are the data for groundwater evaluated at the mean film temperature. 

It should be noted that the values of permeability reported in the literature 

differ greatly, ranging from 10-14 m2 given by McNabb [4J for the rock formation 

at Wairakei, New Zealand, to about 10-10 m2 given by Soroos [7J for the island 

of Oahu in Hawaii. The present computations are therefore based on a moderate 

value of permeability in a geothermal reservoir. 

Results of the computations are presented in Fig. 5 where the dash lines 

denote the isotherms and the solid lines denote vertical velocity along x=lOO m 

and 200 m. As the dike is at constant temperature, the "velocity slip" along 

the dike is therefore constant at 1.76X10-2 m/hr. The boundary layer thickness 

increases from zero at the leading edge to 38.5 m at 300 m where the Rayleigh 

number is 2,330. The average heat transfer coefficient for the dike is 300 

cal/hr-m2-oC and the total heat transfer rate is 2.7X107 cal/hr-m, or 31.7 kw 

per meter width of the dike. If the value of K=lO-lO m2 is used for the 

computation, the corresponding quantities are 0 = 3.85 m or 300 m, RaL = 23,300, 

h = 3000 cal/hr-m2-oC, Q = 2.7X108 cal/hr-m or 317 kw/m and the vertical 

velocity along the dike is 1.76 m/hr. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Within the framework of boundary layer approximations, it has been shown that 

similarity solutions exist for convective flow about a hot dike trapped in an 

aquifer where wall temperature of the dike varies as a power function of distance 

from the leading edge. Analytical expressions have been obtained for boundary 

layer thickness, local and overall surface heat flux, as well as the local and 
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average heat transfer coefficient. It is found that while the vertical velocity 

of the flow is proportional to the permeability of the aquifer, the boundary 

layer thickness, local and overall heat transfer rate are, however, proportional 

to the square root of the permeability. Although the present paper is written 

for geophysical applications, solutions obtained are applicable to a wide range 

of problems in other disciplines whenever the physical problem can be idealized 

as a vertical flat plate embedded in a saturated porous medium. With the boundary 

layer approximations the first author (P.C.) has also obta"ined a similarity 

solution for free convection in a porous medium adjacent to a horizontal 

impermeable surface with wall temperature being a power function of distance [8]. 
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TABLE 1 VALUES OF no FOR DIFFERENT A 

A nr; 
-1/3 7.20 
-1/4 6.95 

0 6.31 
1/4 5.68 
1/3 5.50 
1/2 5.30 
3/4 4.90 
1 4.58 

TABLE 2 VALUES OF NUx/(Rax)1/2 OR [-8 1 (0)J FOR DIFFERENT A 

A . Nux/(Rax) 1/2 or [-8 1 (0)] 
-1/3 0 
-1/4 0.1621 

0 0.4440 
1/4 0.6303 
1/3 0.6788 
1/2 0.7615 
3/4 0.8926 
1 1.001 

TABLE 3 VALUES OF Nu/(Ra)1/2 BASED ON DIFFERENT 
DEFINITION OF TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 

Nu/ Ra)1/2 

A Based on (Tw-T) Based on (Tw-Too) 1/2 

-1/4 0.8423 1.000 
0 0.8880 0.8880 

1/4 1.006 0.9342 
1/3 1.045 0.9599 
1/2 1.119 1.024 
3/4 1.271 1.198 
1 1.415 1.415 
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